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Abstract

A new family of simple generalized strains and conjugate stresses based on the material metric (right Cauchy–Green)
tensor is proposed. It includes an interesting quasilinear pair. It is a close approximation of the Seth–Hill family, with
the advantage of being easier to calculate. It extends the realm of application of the classical theories of linear elasticity
and perfect plasticity from small to large transformations for isotropic and anisotropic materials without any
modification.
� 2005 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

1.1. Motivation

In nonlinear mechanics, the form assumed by the stress–strain law of a material depends on the stress–
strain pair selected for formulating it. A major trend is to use the simplest strain–stress pair namely the
Green–St.Venant quadratic strain and conjugate second Piola–Kirchhoff stress and to defer all the com-
plexity of the material response to the stress–strain law, which is a sound approach. A less used but appeal-
ing alternative consists in resorting to a more elaborate strain–stress pair such as the Cauchy–Biot linear
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strain and conjugate Biot–Ziegler stress, which significantly simplifies the stress–strain law eventually
down to its small transformation expression. Of course, simplifying the modelling of materials by compli-
cating the description of strain and stress may appear vacuous to many mechanicians. However, the pros-
pect of extending the realm of an-isotropic linear elasticity or perfect plasticity from small to large
transformations without any modification from their parts represents a sufficient incentive to the other
rheologists.

1.2. Precedents

Several pairs of conjugate strain–stress measures have long been identified in nonlinear mechanics, for
which extended bibliographies can be found in (Curnier and Rakotomanana, 1991; Guan-Suo et al.,
1999). Among the material pairs, the Green quadratic strain with the Kirchhoff stress for conjugate and
the Karni quadhyperbolic strain with the Rivlin stress for conjugate play a fundamental role (Truesdell,
1952; Green and Rivlin, 1964; Karni and Reiner, 1964; Hill, 1968). They are both formulated in terms
of the metric but they are called according to their degree in the stretch. The quadratic pair uses the original
form for reference, whereas the quadhyperbolic pair uses the actual form for the same purpose. These two
‘‘inverse’’ pairs play a reference role not only because they are simple but also because they can be viewed as
an upper and lower bound for other candidate pairs which must hence lie in between.

The best known family of generalized strains with conjugate stresses, along this interpolating idea, is the
Seth–Hill stretch family (Doyle and Ericksen, 1956; Seth, 1964; Hill, 1968). The main shortcoming of this
family is that except for the quadratic and quadhyperbolic cases, the stretch strains are difficult to compute
and their conjugate stresses are even harder to calculate.

1.3. Proposition

In this article, a new family of simple material strains called metric strains is proposed in the form of a
convex combination of the quadratic and quadhyperbolic strains, together with their conjugate material

stresses. The metric family is parametrized by a real number n and therefore contains infinitely many mem-
bers. For integer values of n, it includes the Green–Kirchhoff and Karni–Rivlin pairs already introduced
above for n = ±2, plus three new intermediate members called the quasilinear (n = 1), quasilogarithmic

(n = 0) and quasihyperbolic (n = �1) pairs because they are simple approximations of the corresponding
linear, logarithmic and hyperbolic pairs of the stretch family. It will be shown that the metric family is a
close approximation of the stretch family, while being easier to calculate. The metric stress–strain family
opens the way for formulating gradual families of constitutive laws at large transformations. For instance,
postulating a linear elastic metric law produces at once a family of nonlinear elastic nominal laws. A thor-
ough analysis of the rank-one convexity properties of the isotropic elastic energy density from which the
metric law derives, shows that, within the range 0 6 n 6 1, the metric law is rank-one monotone (i.e. its
energy density is rank-one convex) over a much wider region around the origin than the classical
StVenant–Kirchhoff law (n = 2) and the opposite law (n = �2), which are not even monotone in compres-
sion and in tension, respectively. This is a major improvement from a fundamental standpoint since rank-
one monotony is a necessary condition for the existence of a solution to the corresponding boundary value
problem. In fact, similar trends have been already observed by Hill (1978), Bruhns et al. (2001) using the
Seth–Hill family, where n = 0 stands for the logarithmic strain.

1.4. Outline

The concepts of metric strain and conjugate stress are presented in Sections 2 and 3, respectively.
‘‘Metric’’ elasticity is then formulated in Section 4 and its rank-one convexity properties are analyzed
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for the isotropic case in Section 5. The homogeneous stress–strain states of tension–dilatation, traction–
elongation and shear–glide are then illustrated in Section 6.

1.5. Notation

Hereafter, scalars are denoted by italic letters (e.g. t), vectors by bold face minuscules (x), second-order
tensors by bold face majuscules (F) and fourth-order tensors by outline majuscules (I).

With these notations, let F denote the Euler nominal strain defined as the gradient F ¼ $xy of the motion
y : ðx; tÞ 7! yðx; tÞ and P the conjugate Piola nominal stress defined through the nominal version of Cauchy�s
theorem p = Pn, where p is the corresponding traction vector and n the original normal. P and F are con-

jugate or dual because their internal power is equal to the external power supplied to the solid:R
XP : _FdV ¼

R
oXp � _ydA (where X is the solid original form and _y the particle velocity). However F and

P are not symmetric and not objective, which complicates the direct formulation of constitutive laws in
their terms.

The right Cauchy (symmetric, positive-definite) material metric C = FTF (hereafter referred to as the met-
ric tensor) and the Kirchhoff (symmetric) material stress S defined through P = FS are more appropriate for
this purpose. S and C/2 are also conjugate since they develop the same power as P and F, i.e.
S : _C=2 ¼ P : _F. So-called material strain–stress pairs, formulated in terms of C and S can simplify even
further the task of formulating material laws. The right Cauchy material stretch U ¼

ffiffiffiffi
C
p

, occuring in
the right polar decomposition F = RU, will also serve as a standard of comparison. The reader is referred
to e.g. (Truesdell and Toupin, 1960; Truesdell and Noll, 1965; Eringen, 1975; Chadwick, 1976; Hill, 1978;
Gurtin, 1981; Curnier, 2004) for complete treatments. Finally the following tensor products (cf. e.g. Cur-
nier, 1994; Curnier, 2004) will be used:
• vector dyadic [a � b]x = (x Æb)a, "x [ei � ei]x = xiei

• tensor dyadic [A � B]X = (X :B)A, "X [I � I]X = (trX)I

• tensor product ½A � B�X = AXBT, "X ½I � I�X = X

• transp. product ½A � B�X = AXT BT, "X ½I � I�X = XT

• symm. product ½A � B�X = AXBT, "X = XT ½I � I�X = X
hence A � B ¼ 1
2
ðA � Bþ A � BÞ. The summation convention on repeated indexes is also used.
2. Metric strain

The concept of generalized strain was introduced by Doyle and Ericksen (1956) and by Seth (1964), gen-
eralized by Hill (1968), Hill (1978) and studied by Ogden (1974), Ogden (1984) and Curnier and Rakotom-
anana (1984), Curnier and Rakotomanana (1991), among many others.

2.1. Metric provision

A claimed objective of this study is to propose simple, easy-to-calculate, strain measures. Comparing the
available ‘‘easy’’ Green and Karni strains, to the ‘‘harder’’ intermediate members of the stretch family, it is
clear that a dependence on the metric C must be preferred to a dependence on the stretch U, in order to
avoid extraction of the square root U ¼

ffiffiffiffi
C
p

and, later on, the derivation of the stretch rate _U. Throughout
this article, the term metric tensor will be used as a shorthand for right Cauchy–Green tensor. In short,
computational facility suggests working with metric integer powers rather than with stretch ones.
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2.2. Generalized strain

A generalized material strain G is defined as a symmetric tensor valued smooth monotone function of the
symmetric positive-definite material metric tensor C, which derives from a convex potential, vanishes in the
original form X (where C = I) and has a half-unit gradient there
G : C 7! GðCÞ ¼ GTðCÞ; GðIÞ ¼ O ð1Þ
rC GðCÞ ¼ rT

CGðCÞ � 0; rC GðIÞ ¼ I=2 ð2Þ
In these relations, $CG denotes the (fourth-order) gradient of G with respect to C with major symmetry
$T

CG ¼ $CG() X : rCGY ¼ Y : rCGX; 8X;Y (in addition to the two minor ones) and positive-definite-
ness � 0() X : rCGX > 0; 8X ¼ XT 6¼ O; I � I � I denotes the (fourth-order) identity tensor for sym-
metric (second-order) tensors, i.e. IX ¼ X; 8X ¼ XT (cf. Curnier, 2004).

Besides computational ease, dependence on C guarantees objectivity. Smoothness and monotony guar-
antee bijectivity between C and G(C) and hereby existence of a smooth inverse G�1. Existence of a strain
potential guarantees strain path indifference. The two consistency conditions imply that the strain vanishes
in the original form and coincides with the ‘‘small’’ Cauchy strain about it. All classical strains are general-
ized strains.

Besides the minimal requirements (1) and (2), a generalized strain G should be a coercive function over its
domain of definition Symþ (the convex cone of positive definite symmetric tensors), meaning that its norm
should tend to infinity on its boundary oSymþ, i.e., kG(C)k !1 as kCk ! 0 and kCk !1, where

kXk ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
trðXTXÞ

q
. Coerciveness means that a strain should tend to plus infinity when a bar is elongated

to infinity and to minus infinity when it is shortened to zero. It is kept as a desirable attribute rather than
a requirement however, because the Green and Karni strains violate it in compression and in tension,
respectively.

2.3. Isotropic strain

In addition to (1) and (2), a generalized strain G is usually required to be an isotropic function of C for
excluding an artificial geometric anisotropy which would interfere with an eventual genuine material
anisotropy
GðRCRTÞ ¼ RGðCÞRT 8R ¼ R�T ð3Þ

In short, isotropy infers material direction indifference of the strain measure. The theorem of representation
of isotropic functions of a symmetric tensor provides the general form of an isotropic strain as a nonlinear
combination of three consecutive powers of C called ‘‘generators’’, with coefficients depending on three
independent invariants of C. In view of the expressions of the classical Green and Karni strains, these three
generators are preferably taken to be C, I and C�1 and then the invariants to be their primitives for
simplicity
Ckðk ¼ 1; 0;�1Þ; C1 ¼ trC2=2; C0 ¼ trC; C�1 ¼ lnðdet CÞ ¼ tr ðln CÞ

rCCk ¼ Ck; rCC1 ¼ C; rCC0 ¼ I; rCC�1 ¼ C�1

r2
CCk ¼ rCCk; r2

CC1 ¼ I � I; r2
CC0 ¼ O; r2

CC�1 ¼ �C�1 � C�1
where the gradients of the metric determinant and inverse are recalled to be $C det C ¼ det C C�1 and
$CC�1 ¼ �C�1 � C�1, respectively.

Hence, an isotropic material strain is defined as a smooth monotone isotropic function based on the three
generators C, I and C�1, which vanishes in the original form X and has a half-unit gradient there
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GðCÞ ¼ GiðC1;C0;C�1ÞCi

¼ G1ðC1;C0;C�1ÞCþ G0ðC1;C0;C�1ÞIþ G�1ðC1;C0;C�1ÞC�1

G1ð3=2; 3; 0Þ þ G0ð3=2; 3; 0Þ þ G�1ð3=2; 3; 0Þ ¼ 0 ð4Þ

rCGðCÞ ¼ oGi

oCj
ðC1;C0;C�1ÞCi � Cj þ GkðC1;C0;C�1Þ$CCk

¼ oG1

oC1

C� Cþ oG1

oC0

C� Iþ oG1

oC�1

C� C�1

þ oG0

oC1

I� Cþ oG0

oC0

I� Iþ oG0

oC�1

I� C�1

þ oG�1

oC1

C�1 � Cþ oG�1

oC0

C�1 � Iþ oG�1

oC�1

C�1 � C�1

þ G1I � I� G�1C�1 � C�1 � 0

Ri;j
oGi

oCj
ð3=2; 3; 0Þ ¼ 0;G1ð3=2; 3; 0Þ � G�1ð3=2; 3; 0Þ ¼ 1=2 ð5Þ
Here, the Gi are 3 scalar functions of the 3Cj and their gradients are calculated by the chain rule
$CGi ¼ ðoGi=oCjÞ$CCj ¼ ðoGi=oCjÞCj (i, j = 1,0,�1) (cf. Curnier, 2004) and evaluated at (C1,C0,C�1).
The major symmetry (2) translates into that of the coefficient Jacobian matrix: oGi/oCj = oGj/oCi.

Using the spectral decomposition of the metric tensor
C ¼ caca � ca ða ¼ 1; 3; 0 < ca <1; ca � cb ¼ dabÞ ð6Þ

where ca are the 3 positive real eigenvalues of C, ca the 3 corresponding orthonormal eigenvectors and
ca � ca the 3 resulting self-dyads, an isotropic strain is equivalently characterized by
Gðcc; ccÞ ¼ gaðc1; c2; c3Þca � ca

gað1; 1; 1Þ ¼ 0
ð7Þ

$CGðcc; ccÞ ¼
oga

ocb
½ca � ca � cb � cb� þ ga$C½ca � ca� � 0

oga

ocb
ð1; 1; 1Þ ¼ 1

2
dab

ð8Þ
where the ga are 3 cyclically symmetric functions of the cb linked to the Gi by gaðc1; c2; c3Þ ¼
G1½ðc2

1 þ c2
2 þ c2

3Þ=2; c1 þ c2 þ c3; lnðc1c2c3Þ�ca þ G0½. . .� þ G�1½. . .�1=ca and their gradients calculated via
$Cga ¼ ðoga=ocbÞ$Ccb ¼ ðoga=ocbÞcb � cb with oga/ocb = ogb/oca, a,b = 1,3. Consequently, the strain prin-
cipal directions coincide with the metric ones ca, i.e. G(C) and C are coaxial. The spectral form (7) resembles
the invariant form (4) once the eigenvalues are regarded as invariants and the self-dyads as generators. The
trouble with eigenvalues is that they can be repeated, in which case the orthonormal triad of eigenvectors
becomes rotationally loose and the actual calculation of the gradient delicate (cf. Hill, 1968; Ball, 1984).
This is why the invariant formulas (4) and (5) are computationally preferable to the spectral ones (7)
and (8). All classical strains are isotropic strains.

2.4. Simple strain

At this stage, another simplification is introduced, either in the invariant form (4) and (5) or in the spec-
tral one (7) and (8).
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The strain gradient (5) is composed of a dyadic part (oGi/oCj)C
i � Cj and a diagonal part Gk$CCk. Since

the dyadic part vanishes in the original form and is absent in all classical strains, it is inferred that a subclass
of simple strains results if it vanishes everywhere. A sufficient condition for that clearly is oGi/oCj = 0, i.e.
Gi(Cj) = Gi = constant. In other words, a trinomial Laurent�s series with constant coefficients Gi is a simple
strain candidate
Index

2

1

0
�1

�2
GðCÞ ¼ G1Cþ G0Iþ G�1C�1; G1 þ G0 þ G�1 ¼ 0 ð9Þ
$CGðCÞ ¼ G1I � I� G�1C�1 � C�1 � 0; G1 � G�1 ¼ 1=2 ð10Þ
It is a nonlinear dilatation of C that exhibits no coupling between principal strains.
Simple strains can also be derived from the spectral form (7) by assuming it to be a simple tensor func-

tion, meaning again a nonlinear dilatation of the metric tensor C (Hill, 1968; Ogden, 1974; Xiao et al.,
1998a)
Gðcc; ccÞ ¼ gðcaÞca � ca; gð1Þ ¼ 0 ð11Þ

$CGðcc; ccÞ ¼ gDðca; cbÞ
1

4
½ca � cb þ cb � ca� � ½ca � cb þ cb � ca� � 0 ð12Þ

gDðca; cbÞ ¼
gðcbÞ � gðcaÞ

cb � ca
if ca 6¼ cb

g0ðcaÞ if ca ¼ cb

8<
: ; g0ðcÞ > 0; g0ð1Þ ¼ 1=2
Simple scaling guarantees principal strain uncoupling. Classical examples of simple functions are polynomi-
als, Laurent�s series, the logarithm, . . . (Moreau, 1979). All classical strains are simple strains.

2.5. Metric strain

Both invariant and spectral reductions (9) and (11) suggest that a Laurent series truncated to its 3 central
terms with constant coefficients represents a promising strain prototype. Enforcing the consistency condi-
tions G1 + G0 + G�1 = 0 and G1 � G�1 = 1/2 then yields the proposed concept.

A metric material strain En (�G) is defined as a smooth monotone isotropic simple function in the form
of a linear combination of the three consecutive powers C, I and C�1
EnðCÞ ¼
2þ n

8
C� n

4
I� 2� n

8
C�1; EnðIÞ ¼ O ð�2 6 n 6 2Þ ð13Þ

$CEnðCÞ ¼
2þ n

8
I � Iþ 2� n

8
C�1 � C�1;$CEnðIÞ ¼ I=2 ð14Þ
A metric strain can also be viewed as a convex combination of the quadratic and quadhyperbolic strains
En ¼
2þ n

4
E2 þ

2� n
4

E�2 ð15Þ
The metric strains (13) form a one-parameter family called the metric family. It includes an infinity of mem-
bers since n is real. Focussing attention on integer values of n, the quadratic Green and quadhyperbolic
n Metric strain En(C) Qualifier (U-degree)

E2ðCÞ ¼ 1
2 ðC� IÞ Quadratic

E1ðCÞ ¼ 1
8 ð3C� 2I� C�1Þ Quasilinear

E0ðCÞ ¼ 1
4 ðC� C�1Þ Quasilogarithmic

E�1ðCÞ ¼ 1
8 ðCþ 2I� 3C�1Þ Quasihyperbolic

E�2ðCÞ ¼ 1
2 ðI� C�1Þ Quadhyperbolic
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Karni strains are recovered for the two extreme values n = ±2, the quasilogarithmic strain for the middle
value n = 0 (Pietrzak, 1997; Pietrzak and Curnier, 1999) and two new strains are uncovered for n = ±1.

In fact, the metric family is a second-order approximation in terms of kUk of the Seth–Hill stretch family

(Doyle and Ericksen, 1956; Seth, 1964; Hill, 1968)
EmðUÞ ¼
1

m
ðUm � IÞ; E0ðUÞ ¼ ln U ð�2 6 m 6 2Þ ð16Þ
While the extremes are the same E�2(U2) = E�2(U), the intermediates are close
E1ðU2Þ ¼ 1

8
ð3U2 � 2I�U�2Þ 	 E1ðUÞ ¼ U� I

E0ðU2Þ ¼ 1

4
ðU2 �U�2Þ 	 E0ðUÞ ¼ ln U

E�1ðU2Þ ¼ 1

8
ðU2 þ 2I� 3U�2Þ 	 E�1ðUÞ ¼ I�U�1
hence their names.
Injecting the spectral decomposition (6) of C into (13) gives its spectral form
Enðcc; ccÞ ¼ enðcaÞca � ca ð17Þ

enðcÞ ¼
2þ n

8
c� n

4
� 2� n

8

1

c
; enð1Þ ¼ 0

$CEnðcc; ccÞ ¼ e0nð
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
cacb
p Þ 1

4
½ca � cb þ cb � ca� � ½ca � cb þ cb � ca� � 0 ð18Þ

e0nðcÞ ¼
2þ n

8
þ 2� n

8

1

c2
> 0; e0nð1Þ ¼ 1=2
The metric scale en is a monotone function of c and therefore the metric strain En is a monotone function of
C. The graphs of the integer scale functions en are plotted in terms of the stretch t ¼ ffiffiffi

c
p

in Fig. 1, for com-
parison. They are representative of a simple elongation of a bar. The quasilinear strain E1 is outstanding
because its curvature vanishes and its inflexion occurs at the origin. Over their extended domain 0 6 t 61,
Fig. 1. Graphs e = en(t) of metric strains versus stretch.
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the scales e±2: t # e±2(t) of the quadratic and quadhyperbolic strains reach the limits: e2(0) = �1/2
(e02ð0Þ ¼ 0) and e�2(1) = 1/2 (e0�2ð1Þ ¼ 0). These limits indicate that e2 and e�2 are strictly monotone over
0 < c <1 (as they must) but no longer at 0 and 1, respectively. Consequently, E±2 are not coercive. This
confirms that E2 and E�2 are upper and lower bounds, respectively, for other strains and that n must be
kept within its preassigned range �2 6 n 6 2.
2.6. Nominal-metric strain

Using the metric tensor definition C = FTF, the generalized, isotropic, simple and metric strains can be
expressed in terms of the nominal strain F. In particular, the metric strain En and its non-symmetric gra-
dient $FEnð6¼ $T

FEnÞ are equal to
EnðFÞ ¼
2þ n

8
FTF� n

4
I� 2� n

8
F�1F�T ð19Þ

$FEnðFÞ ¼
2þ n

8
½FT � Iþ I � FT� þ 2� n

8
½F�1 � ðF�1F�TÞ þ ðF�1F�TÞ � F�1� ð20Þ
2.7. Metric strain rate

For a generalized strain (1), the rate is the composition of the metric rate by the strain gradient
_Gð _C;CÞ ¼ $CGðCÞ _C ð21Þ

Note that _GðO;CÞ ¼ O and _Gð _C; IÞ ¼ _C=2 as expected. By construction, this linear relationship is invert-
ible as: _Cð _G;CÞ ¼ $�1

C GðCÞ _G.
The rate of a metric strain is easily found in terms of the metric rate _C as
_Enð _C;CÞ ¼ 2þ n
8

_Cþ 2� n
8

C�1 _CC�1 ¼ 2þ n
8

I � Iþ 2� n
8

C�1 � C�1

� �
_C ¼ ½$CEnðCÞ� _C ð22Þ
Of course, _EnðO;CÞ ¼ O and _Enð _C; IÞ ¼ _C=2. Therefore, the metric strain rates are much simpler to calcu-
late than the rates of the stretch family (16) which remain complicate in spite of the many attempts to sim-
plify them (Hill, 1978; Fitzgerald, 1980; Ball, 1984; Hoger and Carlson, 1984a,b; Carlson and Hoger, 1986;
Guo, 1984; Curnier and Rakotomanana, 1991; Scheidler, 1991; Man and Guo, 1993; Xiao et al., 1998b;
Guan-Suo et al., 1999; Rosati, 2000).

2.8. Nominal-metric strain rate

Using the basic formula
_C ¼ FT _Fþ _F
T
F ¼ FT � Iþ I � FT

� �
_F ¼ ½$FC� _F ð23Þ
all the generalized, isotropic, simple and metric strain rates can in turn be expressed in terms of the nominal
strain rate _F. In particular, the metric strain rate is equal to
_Enð _F;FÞ ¼ ½$FEnðFÞ� _F ¼
2þ n

8
ðFT _Fþ _F

T
FÞ þ 2� n

8
ðF�1 _FF�1F�T þ F�1F�T _F

T
F�TÞ

¼ 2þ n
8
½FT � Iþ I � FT� þ 2� n

8
½F�1 � ðF�1F�TÞ þ ðF�1F�TÞ � F�1�

� �
_F ð24Þ
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3. Metric stress

The concept of generalized stress was introduced by Ziegler and MacVean (1967), MacVean (1968), con-
firmed by Hill (1968, 1978) and studied by many others (Guo and Dubey, 1984; Atluri, 1984; Curnier and
Rakotomanana, 1984; Billington, 1985, 1986; Curnier and Rakotomanana, 1991; Xiao, 1995).
3.1. Metric stress provisions

For the same computational facility reason as for a strain and in view of the classical stresses, a general-
ized stress Z is looked for in terms of the Kirchhoff material stress S and the metric C (rather than the
stretch U), i.e. in a form Z(S,C). Moreover, in view of the same classical stresses, a generalized stress is
further restricted to a linear function of the material stress, hence ZðS;CÞ ¼ ZðCÞS.
3.2. Generalized stress

A generalized material stress Z is defined as a symmetric tensor valued monotone linear function of the
symmetric material stress tensor S with a C-dependent gradient, which coincides with S in the original form
X i.e. with a unit gradient there
Z : ðS;CÞ 7! ZðS;CÞ ¼ ZðCÞS; ZðS; IÞ ¼ S ð25Þ

$SZðS;CÞ ¼ ZðCÞ ¼ ZTðCÞ � 0; ZðIÞ ¼ I ð26Þ
Dependence on S and C guarantees objectivity. Monotone linearity in S guarantees bijectivity between
Z(S,C) and S for all C and hereby the existence of an inverse SðZ;CÞ ¼ Z�1ðCÞZ. Major symmetry of Z

guarantees stress path indifference. Finally, reduction of Z to the identity in the original form guarantees
that a generalized stress Z converges to S (and P) for sufficiently small strains.

For a straightforward calculation of the nominal stress P = FS and subsequent formulation of the
boundary value problem, a generalized stress is better formulated in its partial inverse form
S : ðZ;CÞ 7! SðZ;CÞ ¼ SðCÞZ; SðZ; IÞ ¼ Z ð27Þ

$ZSðZ;CÞ ¼ SðCÞ ¼ STðCÞ � 0; SðIÞ ¼ I ð28Þ
3.3. Isotropic stress

In addition to (27) and (28), a generalized stress Z is required to be an isotropic function of both S and C

for avoiding the introduction of an artificial static and geometric anisotropy
SðRZRT;RCRTÞ ¼ RSðZ;CÞRT 8R ¼ R�T ð29Þ
Isotropy guarantees material direction indifference of the stress measure. The theorem of representation of
an isotropic function of two symmetric tensors Z and C then provides the general form of a (Z-nonlinear)
isotropic stress as a combination of 8 generators with coefficients depending on 10 mixed invariants of Z

and C, including the 3 pure invariants Ck of C (those 8 generators are the 8 partial Z- and C-gradients
of these 10 invariants). Letting the 3 invariants of C aside and deleting the cubic invariant tr3 Z/3 of Z

in order to retrieve a Z-linear stress representation, the remaining 6 invariants Ri (3 linear and 3 quadratic),
together with their Z-gradients, are



Ri tr(CZ) trZ tr(C�1Z) 1
2tr(CZ)2 1

2trZ2 1
2tr(C�1Z)2

$ZRi C I C�1 CZC Z C�1ZC�1

$2
ZRi O O O C � C I � I C�1 � C�1
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More specifically, an isotropic material stress Z is defined as the partial inverse of a smooth monotone
isotropic function of the reference stress S and the metric C, which is linear in the stress S and based on the
three metric powers C, I and C�1 and which coincides with the reference stress in the original form X,
SðZ;CÞ ¼ SijðC1;C0;C�1ÞtrðCjZÞCi þ SkðC1;C0;C�1ÞCkZCk ð30Þ

$ZSðZ;CÞ ¼ SðCÞ ¼ SijC
i � Cj þ SkCk � Ck ð31Þ

RiRjSijð3=2; 3; 0Þ ¼ 0

RkSkð3=2; 3; 0Þ ¼ S1ð3=2; 3; 0Þ þ S0ð3=2; 3; 0Þ þ S�1ð3=2; 3; 0Þ ¼ 1
In these equations, Sij and Sk (i, j,k = 1,0,�1) are 12 functions of the metric invariants Ci (due to the Z-
linearity assumption). This figure drops down to 9 in view of the symmetry of the stress gradient (31)
and thus of the coefficient matrix: Sji = Sij (which is necessary and sufficient for stress path indifference).
Sufficient conditions for RiRj Sij(3/2, 3,0) = 0 are Sij(3/2, 3,0) = 0 and a fortiori Sij(C1,C0,C�1) = 0.

Using the spectral decomposition (6) of the metric tensor and the property ½ca � ca� � ½cb � cb� ¼ ca � cb

�ca � cb, the stress gradient (31) can be equivalently written
$ZSðZ;CÞ ¼ Sijc
i
ac

j
bca � ca � cb � cb þ Skc

k
ac

k
bca � cb � ca � cb ð32Þ
where a,b = 1,3 and i, j = 1,0,�1.

3.4. Simple stress

Observing that the stress gradient (31) is made of a dyadic part Sijtr(CjZ)Ci which vanishes at the origin
and a diagonal part SkCkZCk, it is inferred that a subclass of simple stresses will result if its dyadic part
vanishes everywhere, as for simple strains. A sufficient condition for a zero dyadic gradient clearly is Sij = 0.

Consequently, a simple stress is introduced as a partial inverse (linear, monotone) diagonal isotropic
stress
SðZ;CÞ ¼ S1CZCþ S0Zþ S�1C�1ZC�1 ð33Þ

$ZSðZ;CÞ ¼ S1C � Cþ S0I � Iþ S�1C�1 � C�1 ð34Þ
S1ð3=2; 3; 0Þ þ S0ð3=2; 3; 0Þ þ S�1ð3=2; 3; 0Þ ¼ 1
It is a nonlinear dilatation of the stress tensor that shows no coupling between principal stresses.
By a similar hypothesis, the stress gradient in spectral form (32) can be reduced to the more simple form
$ZSðZ;CÞ ¼ Skc
k
ac

k
bca � cb � ca � cb ð35Þ
Simple scaling guarantees principal stress uncoupling. All classical stresses are simple stresses.

3.5. Metric stress

A look at the classical stresses, while keeping in mind the bounding roles of the Kirchhoff and Rivlin
stresses, further suggests to select the constant coefficients S1 = 0, S0 + S�1 = 1, (0 6 S0,S�1 6 1), hence
to define S as a convex combination of Z and C�1ZC�1.
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A metric material stress Sn(�Z) is defined as the partial inverse of a smooth monotone isotropic simple
function of the reference stress S and the metric C, which is linear in S and a linear combination of the three
successive powers C, I and C�1 and which coincides with the reference stress in the original form,
Index

2
1

0

�1
�2
SðSn;CÞ ¼
2þ n

4
Sn þ

2� n
4

C�1SnC�1; SðSn; IÞ ¼ Sn ð�2 6 n 6 2Þ ð36Þ

$Sn SðSn;CÞ ¼
2þ n

4
I � Iþ 2� n

4
C�1 � C�1; $Sn SðSn; IÞ ¼ I ð37Þ
Injecting the spectral decomposition (6) of C into (36) gives its spectral form
SðSn;CÞ ¼
2þ n

4
Sn þ

2� n
4cacb

½ca � ca�Sn½cb � cb� ð38Þ
The metric stresses (36) form a one-parameter family called the metric family. It includes an infinity of
members because n is real.
n Metric stress S(Sn,C) Qualifier (U-degree)

S(S2,C) = S(S2) � S2 Quadratic
SðS1;CÞ ¼ 1

4 ð3S1 þ C�1S1C�1Þ Quasilinear

SðS0;CÞ ¼ 1
2 ðS0 þ C�1S0C�1Þ Quasilogarithmic

SðS�1;CÞ ¼ 1
4 ðS�1 þ 3C�1S�1C�1Þ Quasihyperbolic

S(S�2,C) = C�1S�2C�1 Quadhyperbolic
The classical Kirchhoff and Rivlin stresses are recovered for the two extreme values n = ±2, the quasi-
logarithmic stress for the middle value n = 0 (Pietrzak, 1997; Pietrzak and Curnier, 1999) and two new
stresses are uncovered for n = ±1.

The metric stress family is an approximation of the stretch stress family. In particular, the new interme-
diate stresses S±1 are simple approximations of the corresponding Biot (–Ziegler) linear and Hill hyperbolic
ones S±1, hence their names
S1ðS;U2Þ 	 S1ðS;UÞ; S�1ðS;U2Þ 	 S�1ðS;UÞ
3.6. Conjugacy definition

A weakness of the static definition of metric stresses is its failure to reveal a deep correspondence with its
homonymous strain. This correspondence, called duality or conjugacy, arises from the additional, rational,
requirement that all strain–stress pairs must develop the same internal power (on any part x 
 X of the
solid), in order to be energetically equivalent. Since the internal power implied in deforming a solid must
in turn be equal to the external power supplied to it, the above requirement, written in the preferred
nominal-material description, takes the form
Z

x
Z : _GdV ¼

Z
x

P : _FdV ¼
Z

ox
p � _ydA 8x 
 X ð39Þ
where P : _F ¼ trðPT _FÞ denotes the stress–strain duality product which reduces to Z : _G ¼ trðZ _GÞ for mate-
rial symmetric tensors. Assuming continuity of the internal power densities with respect to the original
position x, a generalized strain–stress pair G–Z is said to be conjugate if and only if
Z : _G ¼ P : _F ðGT ¼ G;ZT ¼ ZÞ ð40Þ
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In particular, it is known (cf. Truesdell and Toupin, 1960; Truesdell and Noll, 1965; Eringen, 1975), that the
quadratic Green strain and Kirchhoff stress pair E–S is conjugate. Therefore the material pair C/2–S can be
beneficially used for reference in the definition (40) instead of the nominal pair F–P. Finally, if the a pos-
teriori principle (40) of invariance of the internal power in a change of strain–stress pair is turned into an a
priori postulate, then it can be used for defining stresses once strains are given.

3.7. Conjugate generalized stress

A material, symmetric generalized stress Z conjugate to a given material, symmetric generalized strain G

is implicitly defined by requiring that the internal power (per unit material volume) it develops at the strain
rate _G must be equal to the reference power developed by the material stress S at the material strain rate
_E ¼ _C=2
Z : _G ¼ S : _C=2 ðZT ¼ ZÞ ð41Þ

Unlike the static notion of generalized stress (27) which is free of any strain connotation, the energetic con-
cept of conjugate generalized stress (41) is linked to a definite strain. This link can be found by substituting
the generalized strain rate (21) in the internal power (41) which, with the help of the transposition of a
fourth order tensor ATj X : AY ¼ ATX : Y, yields
Z : _G ¼ Z : $CGðCÞ _C ¼ $T
CGðCÞZ : _C ¼ ðS=2Þ : _C
Identifying the duals of _C (since it is arbitrary), a generalized stress Z conjugate to a generalized strain G is
alternately defined in terms of the material stress S and the metric C as the partial inverse of the Z-linear
formula
SðZ;CÞ ¼ 2$T
CGðCÞZ ð42Þ

$ZSðZ;CÞ ¼ SðCÞ ¼ 2$T
CGðCÞ ð43Þ
Since the strain gradient is positive definite, it is invertible and a generalized stress is directly defined by
ZðS;CÞ ¼ 1

2
$�T

C GðCÞS.

3.8. Conjugate isotropic stress

Substituting the isotropic strain gradient (5) into the conjugate stress definition (42) gives the general
expression of an isotropic stress conjugate to an isotropic strain
SðZ;CÞ ¼ 2
oGi

oCj
ðC1;C0;C�1ÞtrðCjZÞCi þ 2GkðC1;C0;C�1Þ½$CCk�Z ð44Þ
Here also, the conjugate isotropic stress (44) differs from the plain one (30) by the stress combination coef-
ficient functions being equal to twice the strain gradient (5) ones
Sij ¼ 2
oGi

oCj
; S1 ¼ 0; S0 ¼ 2G1; S�1 ¼ �2G�1 ð45Þ
3.9. Conjugate simple stress

For a simple strain, the strain gradient further simplifies into (10), so that a simple stress conjugate to a

simple strain is defined by
SðZ;CÞ ¼ 2G1ðC1;C0;C�1ÞZ� 2G�1ðC1;C0;C�1ÞC�1ZC�1 ð46Þ
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Conjugacy requires the coefficient functions in (33) to be
S1 ¼ 0; S0 ¼ 2G1; S�1 ¼ �2G�1
3.10. Conjugate metric stress

Finally, the same approach applied to a metric strain directly gives the conjugate metric stress as
SðSn;CÞ ¼ 2½$T
CEnðCÞ�Sn ¼

2þ n
4

I � Iþ 2� n
4

C�1 � C�1

� �
Sn ¼

2þ n
4

Sn þ
2� n

4
C�1SnC�1 ð47Þ
Hence the choice of the (constant coefficient) convex combination
S1 ¼ 0; S0 ¼ 2G1 ¼
2þ n

4
; S�1 ¼ �2G�1 ¼

2� n
4

in (36) is confirmed (G1 and S0 have shifted indexes because G0 = �n/4 in (13) disappears in (14)).

3.11. Nominal stress

The material stress derived above is a step towards the nominal stress rather than an end. By substituting
the material stress S(Sn,C) (36) or (47) into the relationship P = FS, the nominal stress P is found in terms
of the metric stress Sn and the nominal strain F to be
PðSn;FÞ ¼ FSðSn;F
TFÞ ¼ 2þ n

4
FSn þ

2� n
4

F�TSnF�1F�T ð48Þ
The nominal stress remains a linear function of the metric stress. It can therefore be represented by a
(fourth order) tensor which can be shown by conjugacy to be the transpose of the non-symmetric gradient
of En with respect to F
PðSn;FÞ ¼ PðFÞSn ¼ $T
FEnðFÞ

� �
Sn

¼ 2þ n
8
½F � Iþ F � I� þ 2� n

8
½F�T � ðF�1F�TÞ þ F�T � ðF�1F�TÞ�

� �
Sn ð49Þ
To close this section, it is pointed out that the use of a conjugate strain–stress pair is by no means compul-
sory for formulating material laws. It is only preferable for energetic balance purposes.

4. Metric elasticity

The metric strain–stress family opens the way for formulating gradual families of nominal laws at large
transformations. This capability will now be demonstrated in elasticity.

4.1. Linear metric law

To this end, consider a hyperelastic linear metric law Sn, which derives from a quadratic elastic metric

energy density Vn and possesses a constant gradient called the metric stiffness elasticity tensor Sn,
V nðEnÞ ¼
1

2
En : SnEn; V nðOÞ ¼ 0 ð50Þ

SnðEnÞ ¼ $En V nðEnÞ ¼ SnEn; SnðOÞ ¼ O ð51Þ
Sn ¼ $En Sn ¼ $2

En
V n; Sn � 0 ð52Þ
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The energy Vn and the stress Sn are assumed to vanish in the original-natural form X, without loss of gen-
erality and for simplicity, respectively. The stiffness tensor Sn possesses the minor symmetries resulting from
those of En and Sn and the major symmetry due to the existence of Vn.

For stability reasons in small and pure symmetric strain situations, it is assumed that the metric energy
function Vn is strictly convex, or, equivalently, the stress law Sn strictly monotone, or, sufficiently, the stiff-
ness tensor Sn positive definite over Sym ¼ fEn;E

T
n ¼ Eng, i.e. 8En; eEn 2Sym;En 6¼ eEn
V n½aeEn þ ð1� aÞEn� < aV nðeEnÞ þ ð1� aÞV nðEnÞ; 0 < a < 1 ð53Þ
½SnðeEnÞ � SnðEnÞ� : ðeEn � EnÞ > 0 ð54Þ
ðeEn � EnÞ : SnðeEn � EnÞ > 0 ð55Þ
Remark. Although the nominal energy density W (as a function of the transformation gradient F, to be
defined in (59)) cannot be assumed to be convex over PLin ¼ fF; det F > 0g (for formulation objectivity
and solution multiplicity reasons to be discussed later), there is no objection to requiring the metric energy
density Vn to be convex over Sym.

Due to strict convexity, the inverse stress–strain linear law En � S�1
n exists and derives from a quadratic

elastic complementary energy density V �n and possesses a constant gradient called the compliance elasticity
tensor En ¼ S

�1
n

V �nðSnÞ ¼
1

2
Sn : EnSn; V �nðOÞ ¼ 0 ð56Þ

EnðSnÞ ¼ $Sn V �nðSnÞ ¼ EnSn; EnðOÞ ¼ O ð57Þ
En ¼ S�1

n ¼ $Sn En ¼ $2
Sn

V �n; En � 0 ð58Þ
The complementary energy V �n and the strain En are equal to zero at the stress origin. The compliance
En ¼ S�1

n has the same symmetries as Sn. Moreover, V �n is strictly convex, Sn strictly monotone, and En po-
sitive definite. The direct law (50)–(52) and its inverse (56)–(58) are objective since E�n ¼ En and S�n ¼ Sn, in a
change of reference frame.

4.2. Nonlinear nominal law

The nonlinear elastic nominal law is obtained by substituting the definition of the metric strain En(F)—
(19) in the linear metric law Sn(En)—(51) and then the result into the nominal stress P(Sn,F)—(48).
W ðF; nÞ ¼ V ðFTF; nÞ ¼ V n½EnðFTFÞ�; W ðI; nÞ ¼ 0 ð59Þ
PðF; nÞ ¼ $FW ðF; nÞ ¼ FSðFTF; nÞ; PðI; nÞ ¼ O

¼ 2þ n
4

FSn½EnðFTFÞ� þ 2� n
4

F�TSn½EnðFTFÞ�F�1F�T ð60Þ

PðF; nÞ ¼ $FPðF; nÞ; PðI; nÞ ¼ Sn

¼ I � SðFTF; nÞ þ ½F � I�SðFTF; nÞ½F � I�T

¼ 2þ n
4

F�Iþ 2� n
4

F�T � ðF�1F�TÞ
� �

Sn
2þ n

4
FT � Iþ 2� n

4
F�1 � ðF�1F�TÞ

� �

þ 2þ n
4

I � Sn �
2� n

4
F�T � ðF�1F�TSnF�1Þ
�

þ ðF�TSnF�1Þ � ðF�1F�TÞ þ ðF�TSnF�1F�TÞ � F�1
�

ð61Þ
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where �2 6 n 6 2 and the abbreviation Sn = Sn[En(FTF)] is used for conciseness. In (48) and (60), the same
letter P is abusively used for denoting a component and a composite stress functions with equal values
P(Sn,F) = P(F,n).

Again, the classical StVenant–Kirchhoff law is recovered for n = 2; the quasilogarithmic law (n = 0) was
suggested in Curnier and Rakotomanana (1984), Curnier and Rakotomanana (1991) and proved opera-
tional in Pietrzak (1997) and Pietrzak and Curnier, 1999. The quasilinear law is new.

It can be checked that the nominal-metric law is objective in the nominal sense that "F(det F > 0),
"R = R�T,
W ðRF; nÞ ¼ W ðF; nÞ

PðRF; nÞ ¼ RPðF; nÞ

PðRF; nÞ ¼ ½R � I�PðF; nÞ½R � I�T
ð62Þ
A nominal law is isotropic when in addition
W ðFRT; nÞ ¼ W ðF; nÞ

PðFRT; nÞ ¼ PðF; nÞRT

PðFRT; nÞ ¼ ½I � R�PðF; nÞ½I � R�T
ð63Þ
As specified, the nominal law (59)–(61) is consistent about the original-natural form X (where F = I). Note
that PðI; nÞ is singular; its rank is 6 instead of 9 (the default being due to rotational freedom). If the elastic
solid undergoes a rotation from its original form X, then objectivity (62) implies in particular that the nom-
inal energy and stress remain equal to zero whereas the stiffness becomes equal to the rotated original mate-
rial stiffness, i.e. "R = R�T,
W ðR; nÞ ¼ W ðI; nÞ ¼ 0

PðR; nÞ ¼ RPðI; nÞ ¼ O

PðR; nÞ ¼ ½R � I�PðI; nÞ½R � I�T
ð64Þ
As a consequence, W cannot be strictly convex, P strictly monotone and P strictly positive (to see that,
apply the definitions (53)–(55) to them between I and R to run into contradictions). At best, they can only
be so over the subspace Symþ of irrotational symmetric positive definite transformations.

4.3. Nonlinear isotropic spectral energy

In the isotropic case (indicated by a $ sign), the elastic energy density can be expressed as a symmetric
(i.e. invariant under pairwise and cyclic permutations) function U of the singular values ta ¼

ffiffiffiffi
ca
p

of F = RU

(which are the eigenvalues of U ¼
ffiffiffiffi
C
p

), called the spectral energy density; moreover, the first partial deriv-
atives U,a of U with respect to ta are the principal stresses pa along the principal directions of C of the (Biot–)
Ziegler symmetric linear stress tensor (Truesdell and Noll, 1965)
W ðF; nÞ $ Uðt1; t2; t3; nÞ ð65Þ

S1 ¼ RTP $ paca � ca; paðt1; t2; t3; nÞ ¼ oU
ota
ðt1; t2; t3; nÞ ð66Þ
For the isotropic metric law deriving from the elastic energy defined by
W ðF; nÞ $ k
2

tr2½EnðFTFÞ� þ ltr½E2
nðFTFÞ� ð67Þ
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the spectral energy density U, the principal stresses pa = U,a and the (symmetric) spectral stiffness
pa,b = U,ab = U,ba are equal to
Uðtc; nÞ � Uðt1; t2; t3; nÞ

¼ k
2

enðt2
1Þ þ enðt2

2Þ þ enðt2
3Þ

� �2 þ l½e2
nðt2

1Þ þ e2
nðt2

2Þ þ e2
nðt2

3Þ� ð68Þ

paðtc; nÞ ¼ U;aðtc; nÞ � oU
ota
ðt1; t2; t3; nÞ

¼ k½enðt2
1Þ þ enðt2

2Þ þ enðt2
3Þ� þ 2lenðt2

aÞ
	 


2tae0nðt2
aÞ ð69Þ

pa;bðtc; nÞ ¼ U;abðtc; nÞ � o
2U

otaotb
ðt1; t2; t3; nÞ

¼ ðkþ 2ldabÞ4tae0nðt2
aÞtbe0nðt2

bÞ

þ fk½enðt2
1Þ þ enðt2

2Þ þ enðt2
3Þ� þ 2lenðt2

aÞg½2e0nðt2
bÞ þ 4tbe00nðt2

bÞ�dab ð70Þ
where en is the metric scale defined in (17) and e0n ¼ den=dt2ð6¼ den=dtÞ its derivative with respect to c = t2

derived in (18), respectively equal to
enðt2Þ ¼ 2þ n
8

t2 � n
4
� 2� n

8
t�2; e0nðt2Þ ¼ 2þ n

8
þ 2� n

8
t�4
The consistency conditions at the origin take the form
Uð1; 1; 1; nÞ ¼ 0; U;að1; 1; 1; nÞ ¼ 0; U;abð1; 1; 1; nÞ ¼ kþ 2ldab
Note that the Hessian matrix at the origin coincides with the usual spectral stiffness of linear elasticity (as it
must)
½U;abð1; 1; 1; nÞ� ¼
kþ 2l k k

k kþ 2l k

k k kþ 2l

2
64

3
75
The spectral form U is useful for assessing the convexity properties of W, as discussed in the next para-
graph, because the ta are homogeneous (of degree-1) functions of U and F. The following finite quotients
dUab and DUab will also be useful for this matter
dUabðtc; nÞ � U;a � U;b

ta � tb
ðt1; t2; t3; nÞ

¼ k enðt2
1Þ þ enðt2

2Þ þ enðt2
3Þ

� �
2

tae0nðt2
aÞ � tbe0nðt2

bÞ
ta � tb

þ 4l
taenðt2

aÞe0nðt2
aÞ � tbenðt2

bÞe0nðt2
bÞ

ta � tb
ð71Þ

DUabðtc; nÞ � taU;a � tbU;b

ta � tb
ðt1; t2; t3; nÞ

¼ k enðt2
1Þ þ enðt2

2Þ þ enðt2
3Þ

� �
2

t2
ae0nðt2

aÞ � t2
be0nðt2

bÞ
ta � tb

þ 4l
t2

aenðt2
aÞe0nðt2

aÞ � t2
benðt2

bÞe0nðt2
bÞ

ta � tb
ð72Þ
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5. Metric convexity

In this section, the monotonicity of the isotropic nominal metric law is examined in order to delimit
its range of applicability, meaning the range of strains over which existence of a solution can be ensured
(for different values of n and of the relevant elastic constant m). Appropriate background for this
topic can be found in the books on mathematical elasticity or inelasticity by Truesdell and Noll (1965),
Marsden and Hughes (1983), Ciarlet (1988), Silhavy (1997) and on the calculus of variations by Dacorogna
(1988).
5.1. Question of existence of a solution

The problem of metric nonlinear elasticity consists in solving the equilibrium equation Div P = g

(where g is a volume force density) together with the nominal law (60), subjected to suitable boundary
conditions. General conditions for the existence of a solution to this problem are difficult to establish.
Note that uniqueness is not the rule in large transformations, as illustrated by buckling phenomena,
for instance. A powerful approach for addressing the existence issue is the direct method of the cal-
culus of variations, which consists in showing the existence of a minimizer of the total energy of the
loaded elastic solid, based on the nominal elastic energy density W :F # W(F), under appropriate
relaxed convexity conditions, cf. e.g. (Dacorogna, 1988). An optimal necessary and sufficient condition
(NSC) for existence of a solution is the quasiconvexity of the total energy involving

R
XW dV , discov-

ered by Morrey (1952). Unfortunately, quasiconvexity is very difficult to interpret and verify, because
it is a global requirement over X. A simpler necessary condition for existence is the ellipticity or rank-

one convexity of W (monotonicity of P, positivity of P), initiated by Legendre and confirmed by
Hadamard, cf. e.g. (Truesdell and Noll, 1965; Ball, 1977a,b; Dacorogna, 1988); obtained by restricting
trial transformation gradients in the definition of rank-three convexity to pairs differing by a rank-1
modification
8F; eF ¼ Fþ f � g 2Lin rank-one ð73Þ

W ½aeF þ ð1� aÞF� 6 aW ðeFÞ þ ð1� aÞW ðFÞð0 6 a 6 1Þ convexity ð74Þ

½PðeFÞ � PðFÞ� : ðeF � FÞP 0 monotonicity ð75Þ

ðeF � FÞ : PðFÞðeF � FÞP 0 positivity ð76Þ
Rank-one convexity can be interpreted as a directional convexity, especially when starting from F = I.
Note that det eF ¼ det Fð1þ g � F�1fÞ > 0 requires g ÆF�1f > �1 for orientation consistency. Note also that,

due to objectivity, (73) can be reduced to 8F ¼ U; eF ¼ Uþ h� g, but eFT
6¼ eF in general.
5.2. Characterisation of rank-one convexity for an isotropic material

When the material is isotropic, the elastic energy can be written in spectral form as a symmetric function
U of the principal stretches as in (65)
W ðFÞ ¼ W ðRFRTÞ$Uðt1; t2; t3Þ � UðtÞ ¼ U½tðFÞ�

Uðt ; t ; t Þ ¼ Uðt ; t ; t Þ ¼ Uðt ; t ; t Þ ¼ Uðt ; t ; t Þ
1 2 3 2 3 1 3 1 2 2 1 3
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The nominal isotropic energy W is rank-1 convex if and only if the spectral energy gradient $vU ¼ ðU;aÞ
satisfies the Baker–Ericksen inequalities and its modified Hessians (Hadeler, 1983; Simpson and Spector,
1983; Dacorogna, 1988; Rosakis and Simpson, 1995; Silhavy, 1999; Dacorogna, 2001),
$2
vUþþþ �

U;11 Uþ;12 Uþ;13

� U;22 Uþ;23

Sym. � U;33

2
664

3
775 and $2

vUþ�� �

U;11 U�;12 U�;13

� U;22 Uþ;23

Sym. � U;33

2
664

3
775
where Uþ;12 � U;12 þ U;1�U;2

t1�t2
and U�;12 � �U;12 þ U;1þU;2

t1þt2
are copositive (cf. (Simpson and Spector, 1983; Silhavy,

1999) for the original definition), which hold if and only if the spectral derivatives or finite quotients satisfy
the inequalities
U;11 P 0; DU12 �
t1U;1 � t2U;2

t1 � t2

P 0 ðt1 6¼ t2Þ ð77Þ

pmUþ12 �
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
U;11U;22

p
þ Uþ;12 P 0ðt1 6¼ t2Þ; pmU�12 �

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
U;11U;22

p
þ U�;12 P 0
either
det$2
vUþþþ �

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
U;11U;22U;33

p
þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
U;11

p
Uþ;23 þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
U;22

p
Uþ;31 þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
U;33

p
Uþ;12 P 0

det$2
vUþ�� �

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
U;11U;22U;33

p
þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
U;11

p
Uþ;23 þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
U;22

p
U�;31 þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
U;33

p
U�;12 P 0
or
det $2
vUþþþ ¼ U;11U;22U;33 þ 2Uþ;23U

þ
;31U

þ
;12 � U;11U

þ2
;23 � U;22U

þ2
;31 � U;33U

þ2
;12 P 0

det $2
vUþ�� ¼ U;11U;22U;33 þ 2Uþ;23U

�
;31U

�
;12 � U;11U

þ2
;23 � U;22U

�2
;31 � U;33U

�2
;12 P 0
At the start, there are four modified Hessians $2
vUþþþ, $2

vUþ��, $2
vU�þ� and $2

vU��þ which should be
copositive in (77), but due to the permutation and cyclic symmetries, the last two are equivalent to the sec-
ond one. The condition DU12 P 0 is equivalent to the Baker–Ericksen (B–E) inequalities (Truesdell and
Noll, 1965).

Remark. The inequalities (77) are better understood after applying them to the linear isotropic Cauchy–
Biot law S1(E1) = k(trE1)I + 2lE1, between the linear strain E1 = U � I and the conjugate rotated stress
S1 = RTP. It can be shown that, under the usual provisions on the elastic constants, this archetype objective
linear law is not rank-one convex, as discovered by (Ball, 1984).
5.3. Rank-one convexity domains of the metric law

Given the explicit expression (68) of U(t1,t2,t3;n,m), rank-one convexity was tested numerically with the
commercial code Mathematica. The results for plane, axisymmetric and three-dimensional strains are sum-
marized in Figs. 2 and 3. It is checked that the extreme laws n = ±2 lead to violation of all convexity con-
ditions in tension (n = �2) and in hydrostatic pressure (n = 2). The importance of Poisson�s ratio effect on
the extent of the convexity regions is illustrated in Fig. 3. The intermediate laws n = 0,1 demonstrate an
extended area of rank-one convexity around the original state of strain. However, the situation deteriorates
when m! 1/2. Clearly, the classical experiments (dotted lines) are not sufficient for ensuring the overall
rank-one convexity condition necessary for existence of a solution to all three-dimensional boundary value
problems. Finally, it should be emphasized that the quasilogarithmic and quasilinear laws (n = 0,1) are sta-
ble over substantially larger domains around the original state of strain than the quadratic and quadhyper-
bolic ones (n = ±2).



Fig. 2. Regions of the stretch eigenvalue space where rank-one convexity is violated (in grey) in plane strain (left column), axisymmetric
strain (center column) and triaxial strain (right column) for n = �2,�1,0,1,2 (rows) and m = 1/3. In the 2D plots, the dotted lines are the
deformation paths of elongation and pure glide in plain strain (left column) and dilatation, elongation and traction in axisymmetric
strain (center column). In the 3D plots (right column), the surfaces correspond to the boundaries between the white and grey regions.
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Fig. 3. Regions where the linear metric laws violate (in grey) rank-one convexity in plane strain for n = �2,�1,0,1,2 (rows) and
m = �0.25,0,0.25,0.5 (columns). The dotted lines are the paths of elongation and pure glide.
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6. Homogeneous strain–stress illustrations

The family of isotropic elastic metric strain–stress laws will now be illustrated by means of classical
homogeneous stress–strain states, many of which correspond to standard rheological experiments on iso-
tropic materials, namely:

• dilatation, i.e. spherical tension–dilatation (or pressure–concentration), as in a ball under pressure,
• simple elongation, i.e. tritraction–unielongation (or contraction-shortening),
• simple traction, i.e. unitraction–trielongation (or contraction-shortening), as in a rod under traction,
• pure glide, i.e. tritraction–reciprocal-bielongation,
• pure shear, i.e. opposite-bitraction–trielongation, as in a thin tube in torsion.

All five are symmetric tension-stretch states defined as follows.

6.1. Pure tension-stretch

A pure stretch homogeneous symmetric deformation F = U = UT(R = I) in its spectral form is
F ¼ taca � ca; 0 < ta <1; ca � cb ¼ dab; a; b ¼ 1; 3 ð78Þ

The corresponding coaxial pure nominal tension P ¼ S1 ¼ ST

1 is
PðnÞ ¼ paðtc; nÞca � ca ð79Þ
paðtc; nÞ ¼ k½enðt2

1Þ þ enðt2
2Þ þ enðt2

3Þ� þ 2lenðt2
aÞ

	 

2tae0nðt2

aÞ

¼ k
2þ n

8
ðt2

1 þ t2
2 þ t2

3Þ �
3n
4
� 2� n

8
ðt�2

1 þ t�2
2 þ t�2

3 Þ
� ��

þ 2l
2þ n

8
t2

a �
n
4
� 2� n

8
t�2

a

� ��
2þ n

4
ta þ

2� n
4

t�3
a

� �

since once again enðt2Þ � 2þn

8
t2 � n

4
� 2�n

8
t�2 and e0nðt2Þ ¼ 2þn

8
þ 2�n

8
t�4.

The matrices of F = U and P = S1 in the principal basis ca are
½F� ¼
t1 0 0

0 t2 0

0 0 t3

2
4

3
5; ½PðnÞ� ¼

p1ðtc; nÞ 0 0

0 p2ðtc; nÞ 0

0 0 p3ðtc; nÞ

2
4

3
5

6.2. Dilatation

A spherical dilatation (or concentration) is characterized by a radial stretch t1 = t2 = t3 = t
F ¼ tI; 0 < t <1 ð80Þ

The nominal stress is a spherical tension (or pressure) characterized by a radial component p1 = p2 = p3 = p
PðnÞ ¼ pðt; nÞI; pðt; nÞ ¼ ð3kþ 2lÞenðt2Þ2te0nðt2Þ ¼ 3jfnðtÞ ð81Þ

where fn is the metric nominal elongation scale function (measuring the radial stretch) defined by
fnðtÞ � 2te0nðt2Þenðt2Þ; f nð1Þ ¼ 0

¼ 1

2

2þ n
4

� �2

t3 � n
4

2þ n
4

t� n
4

2� n
4

t�3 � 1

2

2� n
4

� �2

t�5 ð82Þ
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The matrices of F and P in any orthonormal basis are
n

t0n

t00n
½F� ¼

t 0 0

0 t 0

0 0 t

2
664

3
775; ½PðnÞ� ¼

pðt; nÞ 0 0

0 pðt; nÞ 0

0 0 pðt; nÞ

2
664

3
775
Therefore, the nominal scale fn defined in (82) governs the tension–dilatation response. This calls for its
analysis. The first and second derivatives of fn with respect to t are
f 0nðtÞ ¼
3

2

2þ n
4

� �2

t2 � n
4

2þ n
4
þ 3

n
4

2� n
4

t�4 þ 5

2

2� n
4

� �2

t�6; f 0nð1Þ ¼ 1 ð83Þ

f 00n ðtÞ ¼ 3
2þ n

4

� �2

t� 12
n
4

2� n
4

t�5 � 15
2� n

4

� �2

t�7; f 00n ð1Þ ¼ 3ðn� 1Þ
It can be shown that the nominal scale function fn is monotone (i.e. that f 0nðtÞ > 0 8t 2 Rþ) for all n within
the range �1.703 6 n 6 1.979. For n = 1, the inflexion point is at the unit stretch since f 001 ð1Þ ¼ 0. It is inter-
esting to locate the stretches t0n � f 0�1

n ð0Þ and t00n � f 00�1
n ð0Þ where the nominal scale fn, and hence the stress–

strain law p(t;n), reaches a minimum (n > 1.979) or a maximum (n < �1.703) and where it has its (unique)
inflexion point, respectively. For the most representative values of n, they are
2 1.979 1 0 �1 �1.703 �2ffiffi
3
p

3 	 0.58 0.472 – – – 1.602
ffiffi
5
3

q
	 1.29

0 0.472 1
ffiffiffi
58
p
	 1.22 1.45 1.602

ffiffi
5
2

q
	 1.58
Taking 3j = 1 for simplicity, the graphs of the nominal metric laws p(t;n) = fn(t) are plotted in Fig. 4 for
the integer and critical values of n.
6.3. Pressure–volume supplement

In tension–dilatation, common sense suggests that the spatial pressure s (i.e. the principal value of the
spatial stress T, negative in compression and positive in tension) should be a monotone function of the vol-

ume change J = detF = t3
s : J 7! sðJÞ ds
dJ

> 0 ð8J 2 RþÞ
 ð84Þ
This condition is mechanically reasonable because it requires the state law of a perfect elastic fluid, for
which the energy W depends on F through its determinant J alone, to be in agreement with basic experi-
ments. It is also mathematically reasonable because it can be shown that the energy W is polyconvex with
respect to J if and only if ds

dJ ¼ d2U
dJ2 ¼ d2W

dJ2 > 0 (Leblond, 1992).
In view of the relationship between the (Cauchy) spatial stress T and the nominal stress P (or the rotated

stress S1) T = J�1PFT = J�1RS1URT, the spatial pressure s is related to the nominal one p by s = t�2p. It
follows that the spatial pressure–volume metric law is
sðJ ; nÞ ¼ 3jJ�
2
3fnðJ

1
3Þ; ds

dJ
ðJÞ ¼ jJ�

5
3 J

1
3f 0nðJ

1
3Þ � 2f nðJ

1
3Þ

h i
ð85Þ



Fig. 4. Graphs f = fn(t) of the nominal scale function fn (and hereby of the nominal radial tension–dilatation and axial traction–
elongation laws, e.g. p = p(t;n)) for n = �2,�1.703,�1,0,1,1.979,2 (and relevant values of e and m).
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Since J > 0, the spatial pressure–volume law is monotone if and only if the nominal scale function
satisfies
~f nðtÞ � tf 0nðtÞ � 2f nðtÞ > 0; 0 < t <1

¼ 1

2

2þ n
4

� �2

t3 þ n
4

2þ n
4

tþ 5
n
4

2� n
4

t�3 þ 3
2� n

4

� �2

t�5 > 0
On this ground, it can be shown that the spatial pressure–volume metric laws are monotone for:
�0.970 < n 6 2, which is another feature.

Taking j = 1, the graphs s = s(J;n) of the spatial pressure–volume laws are plotted in Fig. 5 for the
integer and critical values of n.

6.4. Simple elongation

Consider now a confined uniaxial simple elongation (or shortening) characterized by t1 = t; t2 = t3 = 1
F ¼ tc1 � c1 þ c2 � c2 þ c3 � c3; 0 < t <1 ð86Þ

The nominal stress is an oval triaxial traction (or contraction) characterized by p1 = p; p2 = p3 = p?
PðnÞ ¼ pðt; nÞc1 � c1 þ p?ðt; nÞ½c2 � c2 þ c3 � c3�

pðt; nÞ ¼ ðkþ 2lÞenðt2Þ2te0nðt2Þ ¼ 1� m
ð1þ mÞð1� 2mÞ efnðtÞ

p?ðt; nÞ ¼ kenðt2Þ

ð87Þ



Fig. 5. Graphs s = s(J;n) of the spatial pressure–volume response s defined in (85) for n = �2,�0.970,�1,0,1,2 (and j = 1).
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where fn is the same nominal metric scale function as in tension–dilatation, defined in (82), but measuring
the axial stretch (instead of the radial one) this time. Therefore, the nominal metric laws are exactly the
same in simple elongation and dilatation, except for the bulk modulus 3j = 3k + 2l being replaced by
the simple elongation one e� ¼ 1�m

ð1þmÞð1�2mÞ e ¼ kþ 2l.

The matrices of F and P in the orthonormal spectral basis are
½F� ¼

t 0 0

0 1 0

0 0 1

2
664

3
775; ½PðnÞ� ¼

pðt; nÞ 0 0

0 p?ðt; nÞ 0

0 0 p?ðt; nÞ

2
664

3
775
The graphs of the nominal metric traction–elongation laws p(t;n) = fn(t) are of course the same as in Fig. 4,
provided e* = 1.

Simple elongation is instructive but hard to realize. Simple traction is easier.
6.5. Simple traction

Consider next an oval triaxial elongation (or shortening) characterized by t1 = t; t2 = t3 = t?
F ¼ tc1 � c1 þ t?½c2 � c2 þ c3 � c3�; 0 < t; t? <1 ð88Þ
and such that the nominal stress is a uniaxial simple traction (or contraction) characterized by p1 = p;
p2 = p3 = p? = 0
PðnÞ ¼ pðt; t?; nÞc1 � c1

pðt; t?; nÞ ¼ ðkþ 2lÞenðt2Þ þ 2kenðt2
?Þ

� �
2te0nðt2Þ

p?ðt; t?; nÞ ¼ 2ðkþ lÞenðt2
?Þ þ kenðt2Þ

� �
2t?e0nðt2

?Þ ¼ 0

ð89Þ
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Since 2t?e0nðt2
?Þ > 0, the zero transversal stress condition implies that
enðt2
?Þ ¼ �

k
2ðkþ lÞ enðt2Þ ¼ �menðt2Þ

() t?ðtÞ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
e�1

n ½�menðt2Þ�
q ð90Þ
as expected (note that for the quasi-linear law n = 1, t?(t) � 1 	 �m(t � 1)).
It follows that the axial stress-stretch law reduces to
pðt; nÞ ¼ lð3kþ lÞ
kþ l

enðt2Þ2te0nðt2Þ ¼ efnðtÞ ð91Þ
where fn is again the same nominal metric scale function as in dilatation and simple elongation, defined in
(82), measuring the axial stretch. Therefore, the nominal metric laws are also the same in simple traction as
in simple elongation and in dilatation, except for the modulus becoming the familiar Young�s modulus
e ¼ lð3kþlÞ

kþl .
The matrices of F and P in the orthonormal spectral basis are
½F� ¼
t 0 0

0 t?ðtÞ 0

0 0 t?ðtÞ

2
4

3
5; ½PðnÞ� ¼

pðt; nÞ 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0

2
4

3
5

The traction–elongation graphs p = p(t;n) = fn(t) are again the same as in Fig. 4, provided e = 1 this time.

6.6. Pure glide

Consider now a pure glide, i.e. an isovolumic reciprocal plane stretch, characterized by t1 = t; t2 = 1/t;
t3 = 1
F ¼ tc1 � c1 þ t�1c2 � c2 þ c3 � c3; 0 < t <1 ð92Þ

The nominal stress is a corresponding ‘‘shear’’, in fact a triaxial state of stress p1, p2, p3 defined by
PðnÞ ¼ p1ðt; nÞc1 � c1 þ p2ðt; nÞc2 � c2 þ p3ðt; nÞc3 � c3

p1ðt; nÞ ¼ k½enðt2Þ þ enðt�2Þ� þ 2lenðt2Þ
	 


2te0nðt2Þ � pðt; nÞ
p2ðt; nÞ ¼ k½enðt�2Þ þ enðt2Þ� þ 2lenðt�2Þ

	 

2t�1e0nðt�2Þ ¼ pðt�1; nÞ

p3ðt; nÞ ¼ k½enðt2Þ þ enðt�2Þ�

ð93Þ
The matrices of F and P in the orthonormal spectral basis are
½F� ¼
t 0 0

0 t�1 0

0 0 1

2
4

3
5; ½PðnÞ� ¼

pðt; nÞ 0 0

0 pðt�1; nÞ 0

0 0 p3ðt; nÞ

2
4

3
5

The nominal shear stress p can be expressed in terms of a metric nominal glide scale function gn which
depends on m besides t
pðt; nÞ � 2lgnðt; mÞ; pð1; nÞ ¼ 0

gnðt; mÞ ¼ 2te0nðt2Þ 1� m
1� 2m

enðt2Þ þ m
1� 2m

enðt�2Þ
� �

; gnð1; mÞ ¼ 0

¼ 1

1� 2m
2þ n

4

2ð1� 2mÞ þ n
8

t3 � n
4

2þ n
4

tþ nm
4

t�1 � n
4

2� n
4

t�3 � 2� n
4

2ð1� 2mÞ � n
8

t�5

� �
ð94Þ
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Two remarkable properties of the metric and quasilogarithmic scales (unrevealed up to now) are the inver-
sion-opposition and division–subtraction conversion rules (inherited from the logarithm)
Fig. 6.
values
enðt�2Þ ¼ �e�nðt2Þ; e0ðt�2Þ ¼ �e0ðt2Þ

gnðt; 0Þ ¼ fnðtÞ; g0ðt; mÞ ¼ f0ðtÞ
ð95Þ
Studying the sign of the derivative g0nðt; mÞ, it can be shown that the metric law is everywhere monotone in a
pure glide only if
� 1.703 min½1; 1� 2m� < n < 1.979 min½1; 1� 2m�

8m 2 ½�1; 1=2� 8t 2 ð0;1Þ
ð96Þ
In particular, it is monotone for n = 0 ("m) or less useful for �1 6 m 6 0 ("n,�1.703 < n < 1.979). For the
more useful range 1/10 6 m 6 1/2, it remains everywhere monotone only for �2(1 � 2m) 6 n 6 2(1 � 2m).
Conversely, the 3D t-region around unity over which it remains monotone decreases as m increases, to
shrink into a narrow channel along the trissectrix t1 = t2 = t3 when the material becomes incompressible.
A similar trend was observed by Hill with the stretch family (Hill, 1968). In short, the quasilogarithmic
stress–strain pair n = 0 is preferable for (nearly) incompressible materials (rubber elasticity, metal
elastoplasticity).

The graphs g = gn(t;m) of the nominal glide scale function (and hence those s = s(t;n) of shear–glide laws
for 2l = 1) are plotted in Fig. 6 for m = 0,1/3,1/2 and the integer and critical values of n.

A pure glide is difficult to realize. A pure shear is easier to obtain.

6.7. Pure shear

Consider next a ‘‘glide’’, in fact a triaxial stretch, given , t1, t2, t3 (0 < tc <1)
F ¼ t1c1 � c1 þ t2c2 � c2 þ t3c3 � c3 ð97Þ
such that the corresponding nominal stress is a pure shear, i.e. a plane stress with opposite principal stresses,
characterized by p1 = �p2 = p; p3 = 0
Graphs g = gn(t) of the nominal glide scale function gn (and hereby of the shear–glide laws), for m = 0,1/3,1/2 and the relevant
of n.
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PðnÞ ¼ pðtc; nÞc1 � c1 � pðtc; nÞc2 � c2

pðtc; nÞ � fk½enðt2
1Þ þ enðt2

2Þ þ enðt2
3Þ� þ 2lenðt2

1Þg2t1e0nðt2
1Þ

¼ �fk½enðt2
1Þ þ enðt2

2Þ þ enðt2
3Þ� þ 2lenðt2

2Þg2t2e0nðt2
2Þ

p3ðtc; nÞ ¼ fk½enðt2
1Þ þ enðt2

2Þ þ enðt2
3Þ� þ 2lenðt2

3Þg2t3e0nðt2
3Þ ¼ 0 ð98Þ
The condition of zero normal stress implies that
enðt2
3Þ ¼ �

k
kþ 2l

½enðt2
1Þ þ enðt2

2Þ� ¼ �
m

1� m
½enðt2

1Þ þ enðt2
2Þ�

() t3ðt1; t2Þ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
e�1

n � m
1� m

½enðt2
1Þ þ enðt2

2Þ�
n or

ð99Þ
It follows that the plane stresses are equal and opposite to
pðt1; t2; nÞ ¼ e
1� m2

½enðt2
1Þ þ menðt2

2Þ�2t1e0nðt2
1Þ

¼ � e
1� m2

½enðt2
2Þ þ menðt2

1Þ�2t2e0nðt2
2Þ

() ½enðt2
1Þ þ menðt2

2Þ�2t1e0nðt2
1Þ ¼ � ½enðt2

2Þ þ menðt2
1Þ�2t2e0nðt2

2Þ ð100Þ
In principle, the opposite stresses condition (100) can be used to express t2 in terms of t1 � t and hereby to
find the ‘‘glide’’: t;t2(t);t3[t,t2(t)], but a closed form expression is complicated.

The matrices of F and P in the orthonormal spectral basis are
½F� ¼

t 0 0

0 t2ðtÞ 0

0 0 t3ðtÞ

2
664

3
775; ½PðnÞ� ¼

pðt; nÞ 0 0

0 �pðt; nÞ 0

0 0 0

2
664

3
775
6.8. Summary

Application of the metric nominal law (60) to homogeneous stress–strain states has clarified its proper-
ties. It was shown that the law is monotone in the following specific ranges of n
Homogeneous stress–strain
 Metric law monotony range of n for �1 6 m 6 1/2 and for 0 < t <1

Tension–dilatation
 �1.703 < n < 1.979

Pressure–volume
 �0.970 < n 6 2

Traction–elongation
 �1.703 < n < 1.979

Shear–glide
 �1.703 min[1,1�2m] < n < 1.979min[1,1�2m]
Therefore, within the range �0.970 min[1,1 � 2m] < n < 1.979 min[1,1 � 2m] for all �1 6 m 6 1/2 and
more practically within �(1 � 2m) 6 n 6 2(1 � 2m) for all 2/100 6 m 6 1/2, the metric law is much better be-
haved than the extreme laws obtained for n = 2 (the classical StVenant–Kirchhoff law) and n = �2, which
are not monotone in compression and in tension, respectively. The quasilogarithmic law n = 0 remains
monotone in pure shear–glide even for incompressible materials m = 1/2.
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7. Conclusion

Introducing the progressive definitions of generalized, isotropic and simple strains, a family of metric
strains was proposed that represents a second-order approximation of the Seth–Hill stretch family, but re-
mains easier to calculate. The corresponding metric strain rates were then expressed in terms of the nominal
strains and their rates. Using the previous definitions of strains, a family of conjugate metric stresses was
derived, firstly by a static analysis and secondly by energetic duality.

The proposed metric strain–stress pairs were then used to formulate linear elastic metric laws that gen-
erate non-linear nominal laws in large transformations. The metric and nominal versions of the strain en-
ergy density, stress and stiffness tensors were calculated. In the case of material isotropy, the corresponding
spectral energy density was also calculated.

The definition of the rank-one convexity condition of the nominal strain energy, necessary for existence
of a solution to the equilibrium equations with metric laws, was recalled. Using the hypothesis of material
isotropy, rank-one convexity was translated in conditions on the spectral energy density. The regions of the
principal stretch space where the rank-one convexity condition is satisfied were delimited numerically and
to a lower extent analytically. No metric law was found to be rank-one convex everywhere, but the quasi-
linear (n = 1) and quasilogarithmic (n = 0) laws proved to be so over substantially larger areas around the
original state than the Green–Kirchhoff (n = 2) or the Karni–Rivlin (n = �2) ones.

Finally, the monotony of the metric nominal stress–strain graphs corresponding to the classical rheolog-
ical experiments of dilatation, simple elongation, simple traction and pure glide was analyzed. The quasi-
linear option exhibited the minimal geometric nonlinearity and showed an inflexion point at the origin in
dilatation, elongation and traction. The metric laws were not monotonic in pure glide when m = 1/2, except
for the quasilogarithmic one.

To conclude, the quasilinear (n = 1) and quasilogarithmic (n = 0) strain–stress pairs can be used to ex-
tend the application of most existing small strain an-isotropic rheological laws, such as linear elasticity,
conewise linear elasticity, linear viscoelasticity, elastoplasticity, damage, . . . to substantially larger strains
than the Green–Kirchhoff (or Karni–Rivlin) pairs.
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